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EDITORIAL

With the second issue of 2015 year we are together with you. However, we late in publishing this issue, because of the web page design and modification of IJOKS. Our journal was transferred to Dergipark. We have applied for different indexes which are ULAKBİM, EBSCOHost, Research Bible and OAJI. In addition we have undergone modification in terms of article templace, website interface and journal page layout. We are trying to present you a more professional journal. We apologize for the delay.

The contents in this number of our journal are as follows: First, there is a study under the title of “New Forms and Functions of Subordinate Clause in Kurdish ” by Hewa Salam Khalid and Atta Mostafa Hamamorad. Second, there is a study under the title of “Soykırım Sürecinde Kürt Alevileri Üzerinde Uygulanan Dinsizlik Politikası (Irreligiousness Policy Applied in the Process of Genocide on Kurdish Alevis)” by Gözde Yılmaz. Third, there is a study under the title of “Are novels written by Kurdish novelists in Arabic, Persian and Turkish considered Kurdish products in terms of content?” by Ali Chooqee Eedo. Fourth, there is a study under the title of “Hoybun Örgütü: Kürt Milliyetçiliğinde Yeni Bir Evre (Hoybun Organization: A new era in Kurdish Nationalism)” by Selin M. Bölme. Fifth, there is a study under the title of “Dikilamên Evdalê Zeynikê de “hezkirina jîyanê û daxwaza mirinê” (Joy of Life and Death Wish in Evdal Zeynike’s Songs)” by Hasan Karacan and Rasim Başar. Sixth, there is a study under the title of “Berawirdkirina çîroka Hedlîlik Bedlîlik a bi Kurdî bi Gur û Heft Karikan a Birayên Grimm re (The Comparison of Bedlîlik and Hedlîlik of Kurdish and The Wolf and The Seven Young Kids of Grimm Brothers) by Hayreddin Kızıl and Veysel Tannkulu. Seventh is a paper by Remziye Aslan who focuses on “Berawirdiya destana Memê Alan û Mem û Zîn of Ehmedê Xanî. The comparison of Memê Alan epopee and Mem û Zin of Ehmedê Xanî). And the last paper by Hasan Karacan and Bülent Kaya presents “Zazaki ile Kurmançî Lehçelerinin Fonetik Yöntûnden Karşilaştırılması (Phonetical Comparison of The Dialects of Kurmançî and Zazaki).

We hope that the Issues of our journal shall contribute to the field of Kurdish Studies. We thank to the journal employees, authors, reviewers and all the others who have contributed to the preparation process of this issue.

Hope to meet you in next issues…

Editor-in-Chief
Hasan KARACAN